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towards a “data web”











“raw data now”



source: w3.org



rdf + owl

open source software

open licensing

“open access to data”



1. to understand OA to data, we need to understand OA 

to the scholarly literature.



“open access to research literature”









“unreasonably effective...”

is a mix of policy, new business 

challengers in an existing market, 

technical capacity, and institutional support.







but literature had hundreds of years 

to develop systems and norms...



registration

certification

dissemination

preservation











OA fits into a digital version of an old, stable culture.



the “container” is the “paper”



the “container” is the “paper”



reality check about big data and science.

one academic career from tiny data to huge data.



integration

annotation

federation
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coffee
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cafezinho
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integration

annotation

federation





2.

not all data is created equal.





ontology of astronomical 

object types





“raw metadata and standards processes, 

and consensus processes, and document 

submission standards, and archives”



“raw metadata and standards processes, 

and consensus processes, and document 

submission standards, and archives”

NOW!



gathered independently, for different reasons...



what things regulate?





in relation to data...



IP interference...







it’s going to take time.

the appropriate metaphor is the internet.





no: 

tracking

followup

accountability

transparency





Q uic k Tim e™ and a
TIFF (U nc ompres s ed) dec om pres s or

are  needed to  s ee th is  p ictu re .

pastiche of international regimes



what is a regime that brings 

these together at scale?





Attribution: Jordan Hatcher



3. 

the “commons” is the operating system 

for open access.









private, voluntary, pre-negotiated

technically enabled

knit into the very fabric of the web

















international jurisdictions



licensed objects via google/Yahoo!







image from the public library of science

licensed to the public under CC-BY 3.0

>1000 journals under CC
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4. 

the “digital commons” is how we knit the commons into 

the web itself.





interoperability











we need a long-term, infrastructure

worldview for open access to data.





...and that’s just to build it. 

discovering stuff comes after that.





not to take this as a buzzkill.



we overestimate in the short term, 

we underestimate in the long term.

the good news:





the opposite of open isn’t “closed”



the opposite of open is “broken”
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